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A trip to the sewers with Jeremy

Your friend Jeremy was a bit odd. He Verb Past Tense the sewers. No, he Verb Past Tense the sewers.

He loved the Noun , the Noun of the water, the wildlife, everything! When you asked him what

his favourite colour was, he'd say " colour " because it's the colour of feces.

Anyway, it was a freezing cold possesive season day when Jeremy invited you for a sewer tour. He insisted

that it was warmer down there than it was up here, but you didn't really believe him. Reluctantly, you packed

your sewer-ready items ( Noun Plural , Noun Plural , Noun Plural and Noun Plural ) and

headed down the manhole with Jeremy. The instant your Part of Body went under the surface, the smell

hit you like a Animal Verb Present ends in ING on a Noun . The ladder felt Adjective

and the rust was digging into your Part of Body . By the time you got to the bottom, your Part of 

Body were bleeding and you could taste Noun Plural in your mouth. Jeremy handed you a

Noun as a remedy for your wounds and wrapped what looked like a Noun around his

Part of Body . He took you by the Part of Body as if you were only 2 and led you onwards. All the

while, you were thinking about the smell and how Adjective it was. The " Noun Plural " of sewage

were Adjective and there were Animal (plural) Verb Present ends in ING the sides of the walls. It

made you feel Adjective . Not only that, but the lighting in there was Adjective - there was about

1 light fixture every Number unit of measurement eg metres cm yards and the lights were about

Number unit of measurement eg metres cm yards high.



After you and Jeremy had been walking for what seemed like Number hours, you finally came to a stop

in front of a large vault-like creation. "This was that Adjective vault I was talking about earlier." said

Jeremy. He walked up to a Adjective lever and gave it a good yank. onomatopoeia went the cogs as

the mechanisms past tense onomatopoeia into action. Unfortunately for you, the vault only opened about 5 cm

and then by that time it was time for Noun time. What a Adjective journey.
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